4 CRANDON II SOFA

The Crandon II Sofa combines modern and chesterfield
style for your living room with gray polyester upholstery,
button tufted accents, and chrome steel legs. Three
pillows are included as shown $1,499. 305.624.2400,
eldoradofurniture.com

1 LAYERS DESIGNED BY NENDO

The Layers collection pushes the limits of technical
manipulation of color, cut, and adhesion in glass. Featuring
multiple hanging glass panels in the front, middle, and
back, the layering of the translucent material produces a
constantly changing chromatic experience. The technique
to produce the panels consists of inserting colored film
between two sheets of glass and applying heat to bond
them together. luminaire.com/catalog/2968/
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3 ENJOY MY RHYTHM, COFFEE TABLE

The 2 stacked trunks of pyramid aligned in a number of
4 separate units, this stunning whimsical ensemble can
also be re-arranged to match the flow of any space.
With such a great complexity of lines and surfaces and
textures and concepts, this design also creates a simple
yet delightful contrast of Light: the black solid marble
tone with those specific odd-gold insertions alternating
with curious empty spaces! Indira Lourenço,
917.336.8317, ilo.designcorp@gmail.com,
ilo-designcorp.com

2 WOOD-MODE FINE CUSTOM CABINETRY

Wood-Mode’s Vanguard Plus ribbon mahogany with
horizontal grain match exudes a contemporary flair.
Framed with a high intensity Hafele LED ribbon in a deep
profile, this custom mirror solution creates a soft, but
dramatic look. Additionally, the medium intensity Hafele
LED ribbon beneath the vanity enhances its floating
effect. The integrated lighting features streamlines daily
use by providing convenient lighting in otherwise dim
spaces. wood-mode.com

5 STANLEY BISSAINTHE

EGO Paris designs and fabricates top line outdoor
furniture in aluminum offering a range of finishes without
comparison, so everyone can make their choice unique
and exclusive - embracing the company spirit of “my
furniture” Design serves the individual and should be
meaningful. Our Hive collection is a real hive where
people can gather, share and chat. Smart, with a real
graphic design, Hive invites you to evolve and enjoy
gathering in the open air. Design Fabrice Berrux.
Stanley Bissainthe, CLIMA OUTDOOR,
305.576.8181, climaoutdoor.com
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